
Prolyte to exhibit at Mediatech

The Verto truss is a
revolutionary system, making
truss connection fast, silent and
safe.

 

Prolyte, the leading manufacturer of trussing, staging, electrical hoists and outdoor stage construction, looks
forward to meeting up with existing and new customers at Mediatech, booth C25, to be held at the Ticketpro
Dome in Johannesburg from 17 to 19 July.

Visit the Prolyte stand to view some of the most innovative entertainment solutions, including the game-changing
Verto truss and the LSU system for supporting LED Systems in a safe way. Meet also Paul Hadfield and John
Postma from Prolyte to get more information.

DWR Distribution is the official Prolyte distributors in South Africa and looks forward to working alongside the
Prolyte team.

Verto Truss

The Verto truss is a revolutionary system, making truss connection fast, silent and safe. The Verto truss brings a
totally new perspective on truss assembly. This truss can greatly benefit the daily working practice for
technicians; its tool-less connection is almost completely silent, thereby significantly adding to safety on the work
floor.

Tested general sound levels are around 55dB, where a conical truss system generates a sound level of 80dB
during assembly. Furthermore, it reduces assembly and disassembly time. Tested general assembly times are
up to 5 times faster than those for truss with conical coupling systems and 10 times faster than any bolted truss.

Universal LED Stack System
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Universal LED Stack System

 

The LSU series is a range of products to facilitate the safe erection or suspension of LED systems. The LSU
series offers solutions for either suspending your LED systems or building LED systems from ground level.

The LSU series comprises of three solutions to suspend your LED system: H40R, H40V-MB, S52SV-MB. The
trusses with middle beam are both compatible with the regular truss series and one universal solution to build
LED walls of different manufacturers, the LED Stack system. All systems offer sound constructive solutions and
user safety.
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ProLyft Aetos Hoist Range

 

Verto Truss
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The ProLyft Aetos range of entertainment hoists is fully equipped to meet future demands in lifting equipment
and offers smart features and carefully engineered product attributes. It comprises standard 250kg, 500kg, and
1000kg hoists and controls. Every hoist is equipped with limit switches and has a fixed speed of 4-meters per
minute. The Aetos has a specially designed disentangle plate for optimal chain feeding; this reduces 90% of
locking chains.
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